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Nobuhito Nagaï begins his prosopographic analysis of Parisian municipal council members in the Third Republic
with what may seem a credulous contention: that French urban historians have traditionally paid insufficient
attention to the nation’s capital (p. 9). His claim merits attention, however, when viewed within the context of recent
trends in French urban history. Inspired in part by the monumental collaborative project which produced the fivevolume Histoire de la France urbaine (1980-85), numerous studies of modern French urban politics and municipal
administration have been published in the past two decades.[1] Much of this research has been fruitfully grounded in
the binary concepts of state versus periphery, local autonomy versus central authority, and centralization versus
decentralization. In Democratizing France, for example, Vivian Schmidt argues that local municipalities under the
Third Republic--particularly after the municipal laws of 1882 and 1884--gained considerable autonomy and thus
served as decentralized counterweights to centralized political authority.[2]
Nagaï, however, maintains that the conceptual focus of recent French urban historiography marginalizes Parisian
municipal politics--particularly after 1871--for two reasons. First, it too often conflates Paris with the state, thus
ignoring the capital’s role as “the place where contesting political forces come to confront the State and its
representatives” (p. 11). Second, the issues of local autonomy and decentralization, so germane to studies of
provincial municipal institutions, have little relevance to Paris, which formed a “special case” in French
administrative law. Parisian municipal politics, Nagaï argues, cannot hence be treated adequately within either
general analyses of central governmental administration or comparative studies of local communal institutions;
rather, they must be examined within the singular context of Parisian political life and society. In his book, which
grew out of his doctoral thesis, Nagaï hopes to fill this “historiographical lacuna” by examining prosopographically
the Paris municipal council between 1871 and 1914 (p. 14).
In the book’s first two chapters, Nagaï summarizes the regime of state tutelage established for Paris by Napoleon
Bonaparte in 1800 and maintained in its essentials until 1977. The law of 28 Pluviôse divided the department of the
Seine into three arrondissements, one of which was comprised solely by the capital. The thirteen municipal
arrondissements in Paris were retained but given only minor, secondary functions. The Paris municipal council and
mayoralty, both dissolved in the aftermath of the Terror in 1795, were not reestablished; instead, their functions
were replaced by the Conseil général of the Seine and by the prefects of police and the Seine. The municipality of
Paris was hence “completely absorbed by the department and placed under the strict tutelage of the State” (p. 21).
Although later municipal reforms (most notably in 1834 and 1871) recreated a municipal council elected by
universal manhood suffrage, Paris throughout the Third (and Fourth) Republics was denied a mayor and real
municipal autonomy. Following the collapse of the Second Empire in 1870, the “special regime” for Paris was
reestablished by the municipal law of 14 April 1871. Compared to all other municipalities, the authority and
autonomy of the Paris municipal council were highly circumscribed: it could not meet without being convened by
the prefect of the Seine and it could be dissolved by simple governmental decree; it was prohibited from deliberating
on any matter not directly related to communal administration; and nearly all council deliberations lacked executive
authority until they had been approved by either the prefect of the Seine, a government minister, or the president of
the Republic. Enacted during the height of the Paris Commune, the 1871 municipal law reflected the deep-seated
fears of many conservative deputies, who believed that the Paris municipal council, unless tightly controlled, “will
be more than a municipal council; it will be a veritable parliament that will at times hold in check the National
Assembly itself” (p. 40).
Although, as Nagaï repeatedly emphasizes, the Paris municipal council had little real power during the Third
Republic, it nonetheless represented “the place where diverse political and social interests were expressed and came
into confrontation with one another” (p. 14). During this period, Nagaï argues, the council reflected the
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intensification of political and electoral conflicts and continued opposition between Paris and the state. It constituted
a “primordial scene” which revealed, to some extent, the conflicts inherent in the Third Republic (p. 14). To better
understand these divisions, Nagaï aims to situate the members of the council during this period socially and
politically within local municipal politics, the state, and Parisian society.
The bulk of Nagaï’s book is a meticulous prosopographical analysis of the 452 men who served on the Paris
municipal council between 1871 and 1914.[3] Nagaï limits his biographical analysis to several key questions,
including: “Who were the political-administrative actors in Paris? From what social milieu did they come? Which
interests did they represent? Is the sociological diversity within the Parisian arrondissements and districts reflected
in the municipal personnel? What became of these councilors?” (p. 15) For an individual scholar, this, nonetheless,
represents an ambitious undertaking, particularly given the paucity of primary sources. No archival collections of
personnel dossiers exist for the Paris municipal council, and there are relatively few published memoirs or
biographies of council members in this period. In addition, restricted access to biographical information for
individuals born in the last 100 years leads Nagaï to limit his study to the pre-1914 period. Despite these limitations,
Nagaï amasses an impressive array of source material, drawing upon hundreds of actes d’état civil, obituaries,
biographical notices, personnel dossiers of functionaries, and police reports. Parisian newspapers and journals are
mined for evidence of political allegiance, professional affiliations, and social networks.
In part two of his study, Nagaï painstakingly assembles this material into a composite, heavily quantitative picture of
Paris’ municipal councilors, with chapters devoted to family origins, education and professional training,
occupations, financial situation, political careers, provincial versus Parisian roots, and sociability. Embedded in
these statistical analyses are a number of conclusions that speak to Nagaï’s central questions. During the early Third
Republic, the Paris municipal council was surprisingly meritocratic; family origins did not, in themselves, convey
greater electability, and numerous councilors were self-made men from modest social backgrounds (p. 115). After
1871, moreover, Nagaï notes a democratization of municipal personnel, with the proportion of manual workers,
employees, and cadres in the council increasing at the expense of merchants and industrialists. Still, Parisian
councilors in this period continued to be drawn disproportionately from the more affluent classes even as the city’s
active population and electorate became increasingly working-class. Throughout this period, workers comprised
only about 7 percent of councilors. In contrast, nearly half of the councilors, and two-thirds of council presidents and
vice-presidents, were liberal professionals (pp. 168-69). There were also significant demographic and political shifts
in council membership. The average municipal councilor during the early Third Republic assumed his mandate at a
significantly younger age than in previous regimes (44 years versus 50) and about a third successfully used their
council position to ascend to national elected office in the senate or chamber of deputies (pp. 195, 202). The political
careers of former Parisian councilors such as Alexandre Millerand, Charles Floquet and Georges Clemenceau
support Nagaï’s contention that the Parisian municipal council, while institutionally impotent, nevertheless served in
this period as a potent stepping stone for ambitious politicians.
Nagaï’s study succeeds admirably in its primary aim, which is to compile a detailed collective biography of Paris’
municipal councilors in the early Third Republic. It is less successful, however, in addressing the central issues he
raises at the outset about the uniqueness of Parisian politics and state-capital relations. The book would have been
strengthened with the addition of a substantive conclusion to tie together its diverse empirical threads. But the
difficulties Nagaï encounters in connecting biographical data to larger political questions run deeper. His material
does not speak to specific actions and debates within the municipal council and to particular roles played by
individual councilors. It is hence unclear how the council functioned as a “primordial scene” for state-capital
contestation, particularly given its lack of political autonomy. Nagaï suggests that the council’s political power, both
vis-à-vis the state and Parisian society, was vested in the personal authority and social connections of the councilors,
who wielded considerable symbolic power as the official representatives of the capital. Councilors were, in essence,
central nodes in socio-political networks which local organizations and institutions could use to gain visibility and
influence. However, it is precisely in this socio-political arena that Nagaï’s otherwise encyclopedic datasets are
deficient. Although he is able to trace broad political shifts in the council, Nagaï concedes that the lack of
permanent, centrally organized political parties prior to 1900 meant that coalitions within the council were highly
fluid, making it difficult to ascertain a particular councilor’s political allegiances outside of electoral periods (p. 58).
The municipal council’s role in Parisian politics and society might alternatively have been discerned by situating
councilors within their broader socio-cultural milieu: that is, their connections to local syndicats, philanthropic
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societies, clubs, and other municipal agencies and committees. Here, however, the sheer enormity of relevant source
material leads Nagaï to adopt a “minimal” approach and to restrict his analysis to a general typology of the forms of
sociability in which municipal councilors were most active (pp. 227-28). As a result, the reader comes away with a
general appreciation of the social world in which Parisian councilors operated but little insight into how their social
networks may have shaped local political alliances, allocation of municipal resources, systems of political patronage,
and so forth. Nagaï readily acknowledges the limitations of his study, arguing that further work is needed to identify
the diverse political forces operating within contemporary Paris and its municipal institutions (p. 47). His
monograph nonetheless makes an important contribution to our understanding of Parisian political elites in the Third
Republic and will undoubtedly prove a valuable resource for future research.
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